
Warm Up

Essential Question
How can you identify a linear function?

Function Notation►

Linear Function►

Needed Vocab: Goal: "I can…

Identify, evaluate, graph, and 

write linear functions."

Find the linear equation for the following data tables.

3.2 Linear Functions
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Example 1

Try this puzzle with 6 different integers.

Do you recognize a patter from the puzzle we just did? If so, can you prove it will 
work for all numbers?

How can you represent a function rule?X

Evaluate Functions in Function Notation
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Writing a function for _________?

____________

    

Function Notation is a method of writing variables as a function of other 
variables. The variable x is used to find the value of y. This helps distinguish 
between different functions  and the relationships between the variables can be 
used to solve problems and make predictions.

What is the value of                    
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          a)
Evaluate each function for x=4

(b)           

Example 2

The cost to make 4 bracelets is shown in the table. How can 
you determine the cost to make any number of bracelets?

Write a Linear Function Rule
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Write a linear function for the data in each table using function notation.

Example 3

Tamika records the outside temperature 
at 6:00 a.m. The temperature increases 
by 2°F every hour for the next 6 hours. If 
the temperature continues to increase 
at the same rate, what will the 
temperature be at 2:00 p.m.?

Analyze a Linear Function
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temperature be at 2:00 p.m.?

A LINEAR FUNCTIONS is a function whose graph is a line.

Does using a linear function realistically represent the temperature for the domain 
of 0<x<24? Explain.

Sketch the graph of the following functions.
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         A)

         B)

Example 4 Use Linear Functions to Solve Problems

A chairlift starts 0.5 mi above the base of a mountain and travels up the mountain 
at a constant speed. How far from the base of the mountain is the chairlift after 
10 minutes?

A chairlift starts 0.5 mi above the base of a mountain and travels up the 
mountain at a constant speed of 6 mph. How would the function, graph, and 
equation change if the speed is 4mph? What is the effect on the domain?
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Homework

Pg. 100

9, 12-19, 21, 22, 24, 29, 32, 33
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